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Abstract

Image captioning (IC), bringing vision to language, has drawn extensive attention. Precisely describing visual relations between image objects is a key challenge in IC. We argue that the visual relations, that is geometric positions (i.e., distance and size) and semantic interactions (i.e., actions and possessives), indicate the mutual correlations between objects. Existing Transformer-based methods typically resort to geometric positions to enhance the representation of visual relations, yet only using the shallow geometric is unable to precisely cover the complex and actional correlations. In this paper, we propose to enhance the correlations between objects from a comprehensive view that jointly considers explicit semantic and geometric relations, generating plausible captions with accurate relationship predictions. Specifically, we propose a novel Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Self-Attention Network (ER-SAN). We design the direction-sensitive semantic-enhanced attention, which considers content objects to semantic relations and semantic relations to content objects attention to learn explicit semantic-aware relations. Further, we devise an adaptive re-weight relation module that determines how much semantic and geometric attention should be activated to each relation feature. Extensive experiments on MS-COCO dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our ER-SAN, with improvements of CIDEr from 128.6% to 135.3%, achieving state-of-the-art performance. Codes will be released https://github.com/CrossmodalGroup/ER-SAN.

1 Introduction

Image captioning, aiming to automatically generate descriptions for a given image, is a crucial multi-modal task since it brings vision to language. The generated caption is expected to not only recognize the interested objects, but also describe the relationships between image objects. For image captioning, a key challenge is how to precisely and effectively model the relationships between recognized image objects, which is essential to improving generation quality.

The Transformer-based self-attention model has achieved superior performances for image captioning, yet the self-attention only implicitly calculates the similarity of a single region w.r.t. all other regions. Recently, some researchers focus on variants or modifications of the self-attention operator via using geometric information to enhance region-level features [Huang et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2020]. Since the geometric features, i.e., relative distance and relative size, contain the explicit position relations between objects, approaches leveraging the geometric features in self-attention achieve state-of-the-art performance [Herdade et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2020; Song et al., 2021]. These facts clearly show that a promising direction is to design the visual encoder that expects to accurately model the relations between image objects.

We argue that the visual relations, referring to geometric positions and semantic interactions (i.e., actions and possessives) [Yao et al., 2018], indicate the mutual correlations between objects in region-level representations. However, existing works only resort to geometric positions to enhance the representation of visual relations, in which the shallow geometric is unable to precisely cover the complex and actional
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correlations. As a result, they suffer from the limitation that it is difficult for the caption model to generate plausible captions with accurate relation predictions. Compared with the obvious geometric relations, the semantic relations between image objects are often abstract, typically defined by the precise visual semantic associations. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), resorting to the geometric-enhanced region features representation, the caption model generates the obvious geometric relation “in front of” but lacks pivotal semantic relation. In contrast, using the explicit semantic guidance in Fig. 1 (b), the caption model will generate a more accurate relation prediction “feeding”, where the caption enjoys better CIDEr performance (the higher, the better).

To address the above issue, we propose a novel Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Self-Attention Network (ER-SAN) for image captioning to model the relationships on both explicit semantic and geometric levels, which integrates the connections into the image encoder to enrich relation-aware region-level representations. ER-SAN adaptively enhances the visual correlations in the given image when there are explicit relationships between two objects. Specifically, our method contains three modules 1) Feature Extraction: we first extract visual semantic associations, salient regions and bounding boxes to construct the semantic and geometric graph. 2) Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Attention: we devise the enhanced attention with relation-aware bias including semantic-enhanced attention, geometric-enhanced attention and content weight. To learn explicit semantic-enhanced relations, we design a novel direction-sensitive semantic-enhanced attention, which considers content objects to semantic relations and semantic relations to content objects attention to leverage directional semantic relation information. To learn geometric-enhanced relations, we conduct dynamical geometric-enhanced attention between content and geometric features. Moreover, ER-SAN would adaptively enhance different levels of relation features for different geometric and semantic dependencies. 3) Language Prediction: after encoding, we leverage the transformer decoder to generate plausible captions.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Self-Attention Network, which is the first time to, for the best of our knowledge, leverage semantic and geometric relation to jointly cover complex visual relations between objects in the transformer-based model.

• We devise an adaptively enhanced semantic and geometric relation method when there are explicit relationships between two objects and leverages the Transformer’s ability to learn the new relations.

• We conduct extensive experiments on MS-COCO dataset, and achieve a new state-of-the-art performance for image captioning, i.e., 135.3% CIDEr score and 23.8% SPICE score on Karpathy test set.

2 Related Work

2.1 Transformer for Image Captioning

Typically, image captioning models use CNN to extract visual features from an image and RNN to generate the corresponding output descriptions. The bottom-up and top-down attention proposed by Anderson et al. [Anderson et al., 2018] uses Faster R-CNN [Ren et al., 2015] proposing image regions as an additional bottom-up path coupled with the grid-level features to upgrade the visual features. Self-attention was first proposed by Vaswani et al. [Vaswani et al., 2017] for machine translation task. Plenty of works proposed variants or modifications of the self-attention mechanism, which have successfully achieved superior performances in image captioning [Luo et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021]. For example, Huang et al. [Huang et al., 2019] introduced “Attention on Attention” in which the context gate guides the final attended information. On a related line, Cornia et al. [Cornia et al., 2020] proposed the augmented self-attention with a set of memory vectors of each encoder layer.

2.2 Explicit Relation for Image Captioning

Some prior studies consider using Graph Convolutional Nets (GCN) [Kipf and Welling, 2016] to encode objects and their relationships. Yao et al. [Yao et al., 2018] first attempt to use semantic relationships graph, which is obtained by a pre-trained semantic classifier, and spatial relationships graph, which is captured between bounding boxes of object pairs. Following this work, Yang et al. [Yang et al., 2019] proposed to integrate semantic priors learned from the text in image encoding by exploiting a graph-based representation of both images and sentences. This retrieved graph is then supplied to a GCN for the encoder and reuse at the decoding stage.

Such methods have two technical limitations: (1) encoding semantic and geometric relations independently and concatenating them via a simple ensemble; (2) making use of solely explicit correlations while ignoring implicit correlations. In contrast, our approach adaptively fuses semantic and geometric clues by the attention mechanism at each Transformer layer, and considers not only explicit correlations but also implicit correlations (via fully connected self-attention).

3 Methodology

Given an image \( I \), the task of image captioning is to automatically generate a sentence \( S \) based on the visual entities in the image. Our goal is to take full advantage of the explicit relation as guidance to generate more accurate captions. The overall framework of our proposed ER-SAN is depicted in Fig. 2. The proposed method can be divided into three sub-modules: (a) Feature Extraction Module (Sec. 3.1), (b) Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Attention (Sec. 3.2) and (c) Language Prediction Module (Sec. 3.3). Concretely, we first extract visual, semantic and geometric features to jointly model image representation. Next, we explicitly enhance region-level relations. Last, our model generates plausible captions with accurate relationship predictions.

3.1 Feature Extraction Module

We use object features, semantic graph and geometric graph features to jointly represent the complex relations between objects. Object feature has rich object detail information, which is essential for image understanding. Semantic graph represents the linguistic actions between objects. Geometric
Figure 2: An overview of our ER-SAN, which consists of three modules: (a) Feature Extraction: the graph parser is employed to extract visual semantic associations to construct the semantic graph, and Faster-RCNN detects the salient regions and bounding boxes to construct the geometric graph. (b) Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Attention: 1) the direction-sensitive semantic-enhanced considering content objects to semantic relations and semantic relations to content objects attention to jointly represent complete triples information; 2) the geometric-enhanced attention which considering semantic-enhanced and geometric-enhanced attention and content weight. (c) Language Prediction: leveraging the transformer decoder predicts plausible captions with accurate relations.

Contextual Node Feature
We firstly utilize Faster R-CNN to encode the region-level RoI features into \( n \) region features \( o_i^v = [o_i^v, o_i^g, \ldots, o_i^v] \). Also, we obtain the object category labels \( c \), and then we adopt the learnable object embedding layer to map the object category labels \( c \) into feature embedding vectors \( o_c^v \). To obtain the contextual representation of object node feature, we concatenate visual feature \( o_v^v \) and embedding vectors \( o_c^v \) as:

\[
H_{o_i} = \phi_o([o_v^v; o_c^v]) + o_v^v, \tag{1}
\]

where \( H_{o_i} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d_o} \) is the next input node region feature representation passing in the transformer encoder layer, \( \phi_o \) is feed-forward networks using ReLU activation. \([;] \) means concatenation operation.

Semantic Graph Construction
To represent the precise visual semantic associations, we use the graph parser to extract the semantic relation triples (e.g. \(<\text{subject-predicate-object}>\) following [Shi et al., 2020], which constructs caption-guided visual relationship graphs that introduce beneficial inductive bias using weakly supervised multi-instance learning. We utilize the semantic relation triples to calculate the semantic relation matrix between subject region \( i \) and object region \( j \), its dimensions are \( \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \). Here, the semantic relation matrix is not symmetric. For example, as a triple \(<\text{woman-holding-umbrella}>\) is a proper semantic relation holding, while there is no semantic relation holding from umbrella to woman. Also, if two objects are not semantic related, we set the element to be a special value, i.e., 0.

We adopt the learnable semantic embedding layer to map the semantic relation matrix into high-dimensional semantic vectors \( S \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N \times d_s} \), whose each element \( S_{ij} \) represents a \( d_s \)-dimensional semantic embedding between region \( i \) and \( j \). This explicit semantic relation embedding will be as prior knowledge to guide model encode more accurate relation.

Geometric Graph Construction
Different from the semantic graph, the geometric graph is undirected. We first calculate relative geometric features between two boxes \( i \) and \( j \) as \( g_{ij} \) which is a 4-dimensional vector containing relative distance and size [Guo et al., 2020]

\[
\log \left( \frac{x_i - x_j}{w_i}, \frac{|y_i - y_j|}{h_i}, \log \left( \frac{w_i}{w_j}, \log \left( \frac{h_i}{h_j} \right) \right) \right), \tag{2}
\]

where \( g_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N \times 4} \), \( x, y, w \) and \( h \) denote the box’s center coordinates and its width and height, respectively.

To get the geometric embedding, we use the \( P E_{pos} \) functions [Vaswani et al., 2017] to calculate high-dimensional representations \( G \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N \times d_s} \). Also, to get sparse geometric graph, if the relative distance \( \text{dis}(b_i, b_j) \) and Intersection over Union \( \text{IoU}(b_i, b_j) \) of two objects are within a given threshold, the geometric relation between them is assigned.

3.2 Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Attention
In this section, our goal is to model relations between objects leveraging the semantic and geometric embedding information of graphs into the Transformer model. Therefore, we propose a novel Enhanced-Adaptive Relation Attention which considering semantic-enhanced and geometric-enhanced mechanisms adaptively encode arbitrary relations between pairwise objects, and these representations are jointly computed over all inputs using self-attention as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

Enhanced Relation Attention
To achieve the proposed enhanced relation attention, we extend the vanilla self-attention with relation-aware prior knowledge dividing into three parts: semantic-enhanced attention, geometric-enhanced attention and content weight.
Different from existing methods that ignore the semantic relations contained in images, this is the first time to incorporate explicit visual semantic associations into Transformer. Specifically, the enhanced attention score including the effect of content objects $H$, semantic relation embedding $S$ and geometric relation embedding $G$ computed as:

$$
\bar{A} = Q_c K_c^T + \phi(Q_c, K_c) + \varphi(Q_c, G),
$$

where attention matrix $\bar{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$, the scaling factor $\sqrt{d}$ is omitted for simplicity. $\phi$ is the semantic-enhanced attention function, $\varphi$ is the geometric-enhanced attention function. $Q_c$ and $K_c \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d}$ are the projected content objects vectors generated using projection matrices $W_{q,c}$ and $W_{k,c} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$, respectively. In Eq.(3), both implicit relations (content weight) and explicit relations guidance (semantic and geometric) are considered. In the following, we will introduce these two functions $\phi(Q_c, K_c, S)$ and $\varphi(Q_c, G)$ in detail.

**Direction-Sensitive Semantic-Enhanced Attention.** Different from existing methods, we propose a novel semantic-enhanced attention, which uses semantic embedding features to enhance attention score when there is a specific relationship between two objects. As discussed in Sec. 3.1, relationships in the semantic graph are directional. For solving the problem: how to use the directional relation jointly inferring complete triples information? We propose a novel direction-sensitive semantic-enhanced attention. Specifically, we consider content objects to semantic relations (c2s) and semantic relations to content objects (s2c) attention. For example, for a directional relation triple $<woman-holding-umbrella>$, which can be decomposed into $<woman-holding>$ and $<holding-umbrella>$. To this end, we conduct the directed semantic relation guidance:

$$
Q_s = SW_{q,s}, \quad K_s = SW_{k,s},
$$

$$
\phi(Q_c, K_c, S) = Q_c K_c^T + Q_s K_s^T,
$$

where $Q_c$ and $K_s$ are the projected content vectors and semantic embedding, subscripts $c$ and $s$ represent content and semantic, respectively. $W_{q,s}$ and $W_{k,s} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$ are the projection matrices.

Note that to match the dimension of semantic attention with the content weight, we perform the following dimension transformation. Taking content objects to semantic relations an example, for multi-heads $h$, the dimension of content $Q_c$ is $R^{h \times N \times d}$. We first permute $Q_c$, as $R^{N \times d \times h}$ and semantic $K_s^T$ as $R^{N \times d \times h}$. Then, we compute dot product which means the relation vectors sharing across heads.

**Geometric-Enhanced Attention.** Different from semantic relation, geometric relation matrix is symmetric. Inspired by [Guo et al., 2020], we conduct a dynamical geometric-enhanced attention between content $Q_c$ and geometric relation $K_g$ as:

$$
K_g = GW_{k,g}, \quad \varphi(Q_c, G) = Q_c K_g^T,
$$

where attention matrix $\bar{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$, the scaling factor $\sqrt{d}$ is omitted for simplicity. $\varphi$ is the geometric-enhanced attention function. $Q_c$ and $K_c \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d}$ are the projected content objects vectors generated using projection matrices $W_{q,c}$ and $W_{k,c} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$, respectively. In Eq.(3), both implicit relations (content weight) and explicit relations guidance (semantic and geometric) are considered. In the following, we will introduce these two functions $\phi(Q_c, K_c, S)$ and $\varphi(Q_c, G)$ in detail.

**Adaptive Re-weight Relation**

We observe inconsistent dependence of caption generation on semantic and geometric information at different scenes, which indicates that the attention should be taken into account to determine when the semantic and geometric features need to be activated. For example, in Fig. 3 (a), there is a clear geometric relationship, e.g. “chair under umbrella”. It is appropriate to pay more attention to geometric relation, which is called geometric relation concerned. In contrast, in Fig. 3 (b), there is no obvious geometric relation to representing the man’s action “hitting”. It is necessary to pay more attention to semantic enhanced relation to guide caption model generate more accurate relation predictions, which is called semantic relation concerned.

To this end, we propose an adaptive learning re-weight module in the attention aggregation operation to get different levels of enhanced semantic and geometric relation information. We introduce the gated fusion module and conduct sigmoid function $\sigma(\cdot)$ as:

$$
V_c = HW_{v,c}, V_s = HW_{v,s}, V_g = GW_{v,g},
$$

$$
\beta = \sigma(W_\beta V_c, V_s, V_g),
$$

where $\beta = [\beta^s, \beta^g] \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times 2}$. $W_\beta$ are learnable parameters. The gating value indicates which feature information is more important for the current state. The output of enhanced-adaptive relation attention is computed as:

$$
Z = \text{Softmax}(\bar{A}) (V_c + \beta^s V_s + \beta^g V_g).
$$

Then, we can accumulate the final explicit exploration representation followed by an FFN operation as Fig. 2 (b).

### 3.3 Language Prediction Module

After encoding, we use the Transformer decoder for caption generation. The inputs of language prediction module are features from the last encoder layer, which contain aligned relations between region features and words, while the outputs are descriptive sentences shown as Fig. 2 (c). The enhanced-adaptive relation attention is not used in language prediction module because the decoder is autoregressive and inputs variable-length sentences. After decoding layer, it outputs $H^D$. Then, the confidence of the word distribution is:

$$
P(S) = \text{Softmax}(WH^D + b).
$$
### 4 Experiments

#### 4.1 Dataset and Implementation Details

**Dataset.** To validate our proposed framework, we conduct extensive experiments on the MS-COCO [Lin et al., 2014] which is the most commonly used dataset for image captioning. It contains 123,287 images, each of them annotated at least with five different captions. According to the Karpathy splits [Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015], we split 5,000 images are used for validation, 5,000 images for testing, and 113,287 images for training.

**Evaluation Metrics.** We use five standard automatic evaluation metrics to evaluate the quality of image captioning, including BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002], METEOR [Banerjee and Lavie, 2005], ROUGR [ROUGE, 2004], CIDEr [Vedantam et al., 2015], and SPICE [Anderson et al., 2016].

**Implementation Details.** Following the Transformer-based model [Vaswani et al., 2017] and [Guo et al., 2020], our encoder and decoder have same layers \( L \), the number of heads is 8, the hidden dimension is 512, the inner dimension of feed-forward module is 2048 and dropout = 0.1. We use Adam optimizer with a mini-batch size of 10 to train our model. For cross entropy training, we increase the learning rate linearly to \( 3e^{-4} \) with warm-up for 3 epochs, and then decay by rate 0.5 every 3 epochs. We first train the model for 18 epochs with the cross-entropy loss and then further optimize with CIDEr reward for additional 40 epochs with a fixed learning rate value of \( 5e^{-6} \). The size of beam search is 2 to generate captions during testing. If not specifically specified, we set the baseline transformer model layers \( L = 4 \).

#### 4.2 Comparison with state-of-the-arts

**Model Comparison.** For fair comparison, we use the RCNN-based region features and compare our models with the following state-of-the-arts: GCN-LSTM [Yao et al., 2018], MT-L [Shi et al., 2020], NG-SAN [Guo et al., 2020], X-Linear [Pan et al., 2020], TCIC [Fan et al., 2021] and DRT [Song et al., 2021].

**Ensemble Model.** We build an ensemble of our models by averaging the output probability distributions of several independently trained instances of the model, and these instances are trained from different random seeds. Noticeably, our ensemble achieves the best performance on all metrics.

### 4.3 Ablation Study

**Analysis on ER-SAN.** To investigate the relative contributions of different components in ER-SAN, we perform the extensive ablation studies in Table 2, which is trained with cross-entropy for 18 epochs. \( T \) represents the Transformer \( (L = 4) \), GE, SE, AR stand for Geometric-Enhanced Attention, Direction-Sensitive Semantic-Enhanced Attention and Adaptive Re-weight in Sec. 3.3, respectively. \( \text{SE (c2s)} \) and \( \text{SE (s2c)} \) denote the content objects to semantic relations and semantic relations to content objects in Eq.4, respectively. The proposed model amounts to a total improvement of 9.5 points CIDEr from 113.4 to 122.9 (cross-entropy) and 128.6 to 135.3 (RL) in the CIDEr score. Our method surpasses all other approaches. Focusing on the BLEU4 metric, ER-SAN absolutely outperforms DRT models by 3.2%, which indicates ER-SAN generates more accurate phrases.

**Model Comparison.** For fair comparison, we use the RCNN-based region features and compare our models with the following state-of-the-arts: GCN-LSTM [Yao et al., 2018], MT-L [Shi et al., 2020], NG-SAN [Guo et al., 2020], TCIC [Fan et al., 2021] and DRT [Song et al., 2021].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cross Entropy</th>
<th>RL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B@1</td>
<td>B@4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN-LSTM [Yao et al., 2018]</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT-L [Shi et al., 2020]</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-SAN [Guo et al., 2020]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Linear [Pan et al., 2020]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCIC [Fan et al., 2021]</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRT [Song et al., 2021]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer (Base)</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER-SAN [Ours]</td>
<td><strong>78.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>38.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN-LSTM ( ^{\Sigma} )</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Linear ( ^{\Sigma} )</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCIC ( ^{\Sigma} )</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER-SAN (Ours)</td>
<td><strong>79.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>39.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparisons with state-of-the-art single and ensemble model on MS-COCO Karpathy test split. B@1, B@4, R, M, C and S are denoted for BLEU-1, BLEU-4, ROUGE, METEOR, CIDEr and SPICE, respectively. Σ represents ensemble model. The bests are in **bold**.
altogether, we get the highest performance on all metrics.

Analysis on Adaptive Re-weight Relation. In order to further analyze the effectiveness and necessity of AR module. In Table 3, we fix the $A$ in Eq.(3) to change the $\beta_s$ and $\beta_g$ in Eq.(7). $\beta_s = 0$ and $\beta_g = 0$ mean without considering semantic features $V_s$ and geometric features $V_g$, respectively. From the first and fourth rows of the table, it is necessary to the aggregate attention operation considering the semantic $V_s$ and geometric $V_g$ features. Note that our adaptive learning enhanced relation module better than all fixed $\beta$, it indicates that inconsistent dependence of caption generation on semantic and geometric information.

Analysis on Relation Improvement. For better understanding the improved relation performance, we list the breakdown of SPICE metric, which can measure how well caption models recover objects, attributes and relations in Table 4. We performed a more detailed comparison of the vanilla Transformer (T), Transformer with geometric-enhanced (T+GE), Transformer with semantic-enhanced (T+SE) against their combination (T+GE+SE). Compared to T+GE, T+SE has significantly higher relation scores, which indicates semantic-enhanced will precisely cover more complex and actional correlations. With our expectation that adding the geometric and semantic enhanced attention (T+GE+SE) would jointly help the model predict correct relations between objects.

Table 4: Breakdown of SPICE metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>SPICE</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T+GE</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T+SE</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T+GE+SE</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Qualitative Results and Visualization

Fig. 4 illustrates several example image captions generated by the base Transformer, Transformer with geometric relation and ER-SAN. The wrong phrases and accurate relation are highlighted in blue and red separately. We can observe that our model ER-SAN can generate more accurate semantic relation, e.g. “using”, “holding” and “carrying”. Note that the ER-SAN with a comprehensive understanding of the visual relations can generate “boy using computer”.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel enhanced relation framework, which enhances the correlations between objects from a comprehensive view that jointly considers explicit semantic and geometric relations, generating plausible captions with accurate relationship predictions. Different from existing works, we design direction-sensitive semantic-enhanced attention to learn explicit semantic-aware relations. Besides, the proposed gated fusion module can adaptively re-weight semantic and geometric relation features for caption generation. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of our ER-SAN. For further works, we tend to exploit this general relation-enhanced attention to other multi-modal tasks, such as visual question answering, visual grounding.
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